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Abstract 
This article examined within the context of Nigeria, the facts and realities that 

surrounds visual arts studies and practice. In appraising this, the article attempt 

to look at issues raised vis a vis geography of visual arts studies, and how scholars 

could manage the similarities and differences in training/research brought about 

by sequence of design that evolved into the current reality. The study equally tries 

to further explore other professional practices in Nigeria to ascertain what the 

ethics of a professional visual artist should be to earn its rightful place in the 

society. In doing this, effort was made to proffer some sanctions and consequences 

for ethical violation, taking into account peculiarities in visual arts practices. It 

conclude that for the studies and practice of visual arts in Nigeria to be reckoned 

with in comity of professional bodies and practitioners earn their creative due, a 

comprehensive review of arts programmes, curriculum and training is urgently 

needed, and a virile regulatory frame work that will guide the legislature of a 

visual arts regulatory professional body, package as a bill for possible legislation 

and passage into law by the National Assembly. 
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Introduction 

Generally speaking, visual arts studies and practice over the years is recognized as a 

historical or critical scholarly activity rather than a natural subject. By its nature, it has 

peculiar characteristics that necessitate a different form of inquiry into creative design 

discourse.  The involvement of global trends in the study and practice of visual art suggest 

a radical departure from the normal expectation. In both situations, a process of evaluation 
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takes place, an activity that requires creative forms of information, analysis and reflection. 

The evaluation of emerging processes, using user-centred and software interactive system, 

which has provided an opportunity that modifies creative design and further engaged the 

method of studies and practice in visual arts that became parts of the realities in the era of 

globalism. 

 

In Nigeria, there are some constraints that readily defines these emerging issues that 

advances the interests of visual artists by providing information on general ethical and 

professional best practices. These facts and realities are briefly interrogated in the context 

of era of globalism. 

 

Facts and Realities 

The impact of global trend on knowledge sharing and development, suggests creating of 

more challenges and more opportunities as well as for research. A critical appraisal of the 

studies and practice of visual art in Nigeria suggest that visual art has not only imprinted 

an identity for itself but indeed has come of age. From productions and techniques, and to 

stylistic trends have created outlook of possibilities for the advancement of the study. 

 

This advancement can be categorized into two phases according to Ogheneruemu (2017) 

assertion - The phase of Harvest/Flourishing of Artistic styles, Movements and 

Expansions, during which it claimed Nigeria art blossom and became dynamic and the 

phase of Experimentation, Globalization and Creative Consciousness where different gaps 

of explanation were opened to further expend the boundaries of visual arts study and 

practice globally were evidently differentiated. To a large extent, it is a flowering period 

that gives rise to a multiplicity of stylistic inclinations, culminating in the conceptual 

experiences of the present. To some extent, this has reflected in the way experiment with 

materials and techniques affected our indigenous approach to studies and practice.  

 

In Nigeria, visual art studies and practice form part of the global trend that interrogate the 

impact and development of what (Schon 1983) refers to as reflective practice. The concept 

of reflective practice provides a link between action researches and practice-based, which 

is concerned with an individual’s reflected on his or her own professional practice as 

distinct from the early forms action which was concerned with situations more broadly.   

 

Any society that strives to catch up with global trends all spheres of her life must have to 

accommodate and institutionalize a very effective and dynamic means of transmitting 

knowledge from one generation to another. More especially now that advancement in 
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Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has turned the world into a global 

village. 

In Nigeria, the studies and practice of visual art have been in the tertiary institutions for 

little more than few decades. Acculturation to a visual arts research orientation has neither 

been simple nor swift, in some cases, has been actively resisted. Hence, it is not surprising 

that the issues arts studies are still far from resolved even though research and training has 

moved further than it were at the early stage of conceptualization. This gap has always 

been associated to issues of competitive funding or standardizes research methodology 

audit process. This may be because the latter issues require national agreements and a 

systematic willingness to commit resources in an area still regarded as outside rather than 

inside the academy, even by some proponents of visual art advancement in Nigeria.  

 

Probably, this is why Egonwa (2011), agree that Nigeria art in general is still to a great 

extent a developing art, which lots of research work is in progress in several parts of 

Nigeria and in various aspects of arts that with the true picture will emerge.  

 

However, this progress must be allowed to encounter radical reform that will see a major 

program of amalgamation in art and design (both industrial and theatrical) academics 

being incorporated into our tertiary institutions curriculum that recognizes global trends 

and value impartation to visual art studies and practice. 

 

Consequently, issues of ethical violation and non-existence of a regulatory body that guide 

visual art practice in our emerging economy cannot be a readily glossed over. As Jockeil-

Ojike and Ajie (2009) opined that standard and best practices constitute pivotal features 

for any respectable professional practitioner, be it in public or private practice. 

 

Realities on ground presently indicates that the Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA) which 

seemingly is the professional body for all practicing visual artists in Nigeria since her first 

inauguration in January 1964, seems to suggest that not much has been achieved especially, 

as it has to do with one of the objectives which the government or other official/unofficial 

authorities or organizations in Nigeria can have recourse for advise, assistance or 

expression of view on any subject of concern to artists in Nigeria. This reality has created 

a worrisome situation that calls for aggressive interrogation of method of training and 

research in visual arts studies and practice. 

 

For this and other related reasons that will unfold in the course of this discussion, it is 

imperative to have a clear conception of the focus and terms employed within this paper.  
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Impact of Visual Arts Studies and the Status Quo 

Discussion on the evolution of visual arts studies and practice in Nigeria cannot be 

complete without referring to the efforts brought by visual artist to attain some measure 

of development. The likes of Kenneth Murray, H.E. Duckwork, Dennis Dureden, Aina 

Onanolu and others were contemporaries that discovered other talented indigenous artist, 

and equally help in developing art curriculum way back 1922. Their landmarks in the 

propagation of visual arts studies and practice in Nigeria was recorded as pioneering 

efforts. With their different schools of thought, i.e the Zaria, Yaba, Ife or Auchi schools, 

and informal schools like Ake group, Eye Society, Ulli movement and Ona movement 

influences to a great extent todays perception of visual arts development. 

 

However, decades down the line, the creative style in visual arts studies and practice in 

Nigeria, began to witness advancement through the dictate of Information 

Communication and technology (ICT), in mood of training and styles adopted by each of 

the school mentioned earlier. For example, situational report in Nigeria from 1950-2004 

notes that; 

 

 Some artists of formal school orientation still engage in naturalistic art from with 

the synthesis of tradition and modernity to express their concept. 

 Artistic trends prevalent among the workshop trained artists especially of 

Oshogbo and Ife Ori-Olakun is still the depiction of their forms in the traditional 

culture, folklore and myths in a figurative among the Auchi School graduates. 

 Exponents of Ulism, those who embraced Uli arts forms of expression mostly 

graduates of Nsukka school, and Onaists, who adopted Ona art form whose 

concept formed decorative pattern, design and ornament to express their 

messages equally constitute strong trend in contemporary Nigeria visual art. 

 

Egonwa (2011) classified the above scenario as ‘’the modernists‘’ stage and argued that the 

group came to the scene when contact had long been made with the West, and have passed 

through the tutelage of European models, proficiency in the use of materials and 

techniques. Regarded as ‘’the avant guard‘’ this opened up to ideas from all parts of the 

globe. Modern visual artists, who are experimenting with new forms and media with 

indigenous forms tries to create a recognizable African Visual image capable of eliciting 

aesthetic feelings of the cosmopolitan minds.  

 

However, the reality of concept of globalism has proven that no matter how indigenous 

proponent of this idea may look, trend influence creativity and creativity in the 

development of purpose and process of visual art studies and practice in Nigeria cannot 
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be in isolation and should be made to carry research structure that recognizes 

interdisciplinary synergy and global integration content.  

 

Making Visual Art Studies and Practice Work in Nigeria in the Era of Globalism.  

There is no longer dispute that education is the vehicle of societal development. Any 

society that strives to catch up with global trends in advancement knowledge must have 

to accommodate their knowledge from one generation to another. The challenges in 

education, especially in this 21st century, where advancement in Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) has turned the world into a global village, even calls for 

periodic evolution and quality innovation that effectively drive our creative sector.  

 

For instance, if the programs in art schools in Nigeria are to be taken seriously then it must 

either define clearly how the written component extends rather than simply reflect the 

artistic practice, or else it should abandon the requirement for writing altogether. The 

quality assurance mechanism that guide the studies and practiced of visual arts even at the 

tertiary level presently need to be refocused to carter for more effective internal/external 

examinations system and quality peer review policy. The search for workable approach to 

solving critical creative questions is not particular to Nigeria environment, but a disturbing 

situation beyond the shore of the country. 

 

Papastergriadis (2002) captured it while appraising development in research culture in 

visual art. He argues that the main problem with developing a research culture in an art 

school is not to do with angst of creativity but with the structure of research. This he opined 

that if all we are concerned with is appreciating the intrinsic value of a given practice then 

a PhD should be automatically awarded to every artist who can demonstrate the 

development of a coherent body of ideas over a sustained period of time. 

 

Consequently, in identifying an appropriate role for theoretical frame work in visual arts 

studies and practice, it is critical that students/practitioners learn to research and chart an 

appropriate path through the literature and on the field. Across the visual arts, the field is 

seen to encompass both published literature (in the normal sense of books, journals, articles 

etc) and other literatures in the form of visual research, recording, practice etc. 

 

This, James (2013) identified as the capacity to survey, synthesize and evaluate the 

literature as an essential prelude to a clear identification of the niche a research design in 

visual arts should be designed to fill. This was the case in Australia, in a certain period 

when their need depends on the process of studies and practice in the creative sector. The 

target was at graduate and postgraduate programme to develop a model that carter for 
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critical needs of their sector. A study was carried out in James Cook University, Townsville 

and in developing a work model, issues which are needed to address included the 

following: 

 

 Distinguishing between professional practice and research 

 Identifying an appropriate role for theory in modeling the process of research.  

 Drawing the line in the sand 

 Structuring and synthesizing research 

 Managing the dual role of artist and researcher. 

 Communicating inchoate practice to an audience 

 Contemplating future questions/directions.  

 

Over periods of years, this model has proved to be both robust and successful according 

to Gillies (1998), Shepard (2001) and Weston (2002) for its capacity to provide rigorous 

research training consistent with the purpose.    

 

However, there are still factors of resistance to the actualization of quality assurance within 

the sector. For instance, inconsistent art policies and program occasioned by some hard 

line views and proponent of maintenance of status quo ante (if I may borrow the words) 

is not embracive enough to carter for both studio practice and literary endeavor in visual 

art studies. This situation can be attributed to many undesirable limitations in visual arts 

sector over the years. These limitations in my views include improper methods of 

instruction, wrong or no research methods, curriculum inadequacy, lack of defined 

partnership with industry base practitioners to poor studio output of trained artists 

amongst others. 

 

This to a great extent suggests that the seemingly non definition of quality control measure 

in visual art studies and practice in Nigeria that respond to global demands, makes it rigid 

to adjust to the dynamics of change few years back. This has however, change as there are 

frantic efforts that have open up visual arts studies and practice through global network 

of ICT. Hence, the opportunity to share both the potential of domestic pathways and the 

global experience is critical to make visual arts studies and practice work and desired value 

achieved in Nigeria. 

 

Desirability of Registered Professional Body for Visual Arts and Ethics 

Visual arts as a professional discipline has evolved over the years through stages, both at 

academic and studio practice level. The Merriam-webstar dictionary (2012), defined 

profession as a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and intensive 
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academic preparation or the whole body of persons engaged in a calling. While oxford 

mini reference dictionary, simply put, it is an occupation requiring advanced learning.  

Going by this view, one can comfortably see profession as that which entails sparing time, 

energy and of course money to condition one’s mind and behavior in acquiring a 

specialized knowledge that satisfied one’s curiosity in life.  

 

But for one to be tagged a professional, Jockeil-Ojike and Ajie (2009) opined that: 

 

‘’A display of skillfulness, orderliness and conscientious in approach to achieving 

responsibilities is required‘’. 

 

The above listed ingredients and more are diligently evaluated for a period time and an 

attestation in form of certificate, not by the individual but by another equally experienced 

and qualified person or recognized institution is needed, this include both practical and 

theoretical experiences.  

 

In professional areas like medicine, Law, Engineering, Accounting, Architecture to 

mention but a few, it is mandatory that one must pass through the formal University 

education and professional training before he or she is certified to practice. This helps to 

minimize quacks, sustained standard and most importantly bring honour and dignity to 

the profession, whether it is science or art related.  

 

In law for instance, no matter how highly intelligent, proficiency and logical an individual 

may be in argument and presentation, he or she cannot be called a lawyer in a competent 

court of law. This was made possible and demystified by the professional body, the 

Nigerian Bar Association (NBA). Also in Accounting, one’s proficiency in the art and 

science of accountancy and accuracy in financial statement preparation does not make one 

an accountant. According to Elumilade, (1997) in Nigeria context, an accountant is 

somebody who is a member of a recognized accounting group e.g Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN) or that of Association of National Accountants of Nigeria 

(ANAN).  

 

This fate did not come with the profession mentioned above rather; it was rationalized and 

enforced by the professionals themselves just to maintain integrity and standard within 

the body. All these professional bodies though, maintained peculiarities in their own 

respect just like visual arts, but is bounded with an enforceable set of professional practices. 

For visual artist, it is intended to advance the interests of artists by providing general 

ethical and professional best practices as well as providing a pedagogical role according to 
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the 2011 reversed College of Art Association (CAA) Professional Practices for Artists. The 

guidelines are organized into six sections: 

- Artist code of ethics 

- Recommendations on the safe use of materials and equipment 

- Recommended use of copyright notice 

- Employment of Studio Assistants 

- Exhibition and sale of Artwork 

- Contract for public and private Art commission 

    

This is where front liners in visual arts in Nigeria have not given adequate attention over 

the years. Though, some visual art scholars view arts as doing something by an individual 

in his own best possible way, some will irately remarked that:  

 

 ‘’ What you’re doing and what I’m doing is art – why should I not be regarded a 

professional’’. 

 

The natural instinct of art does not necessarily in any way portray it as all corners affairs; 

after all, emerging realities in our society today as occasional by impulse of globalism has 

proven that it goes beyond outward expression of our inner impressions. 

 

These emerging realities should have served as an interesting impetus for ‘’professional ‘’ 

artist under the umbrella of Society of Nigeria Artists (SNA) to streamline the studies and 

practice of visual arts within a clear cut ethics and draw a distinction between professionals 

and unprofessional. 

 

If there is any effort by SNA towards this direction since inception, definitely the effort has 

not been felt by members.  In fact, the special uniqueness of visual arts would have made 

it more professional than other profession if such word exists. 

 

However, it is interesting to note here that no professional body(s) that has not suffered 

from pre-foundation challenges and infiltration of quacks, but they have always emerged 

dignified and strengthened to the extent its code of conduct sometimes becomes laws for 

even non members. Consequently, the inability of SNA to metamorphose to a regulatory 

body with full legislative backing opened the opportunity for other registered professional 

bodies like Achievement Practitioners Council of Nigeria (APCON), Council of Registered 

Engineers of Nigeria (COREN) and even Art Collectors and others are allowed to direct 

the fortune of visual artists in Nigeria. This by question still remain, what went wrong? 
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Those questions definitely are what ethics and professionalism proffer in an organized 

body.  

 

Ethics and Code of Professional Conduct for Visual Artist 

Generally speaking, ethical theories and principles are the foundations of ethical analysis, 

because they are the view point from which guidance can be obtained along the pathway 

to a decision. John (2005) viewed ethics as a systematic investigation into the norms of 

human behavior. This definition shows that ethics is basically the concern of man. It refers 

to a certain code of professional conduct makes a commitment to society that its members 

will adhere to high ethical standard of conduct.   

 

According to Elumilade, et le (2004), this code of conduct most include and not limited to 

truthfulness, fairness, professional independence and strict confidentiality. In the studies 

and practice of visual arts, professionals must strive to adhere to these codes of conducts 

since they are globally accepted norms to put the practice in its proper position. 

 

Truth: In studies and practice of creative endeavor, truth must be a watch word. This 

becomes imperative because in the course of business transaction, there must be deliberate 

inconsistency of falsehood. The visual arts must say the truth, express the truth and stand 

by the truth. This is because a lot depends on his uprightness to be able to deliver non 

deceptive information to prospective clients and viewing public. 

 

Fairness: This is related to the above. However, the notion of fairness is a development 

over the notion of correctness, which was withheld before the 1948 company Act. What 

this implies is the toleration of some modicum of subjective assessment on the part of a 

professional in dealing with his clients. 

 

This also implies when managing the dual role of a practicing visual arts and a researcher. 

This is no doubt that these two roles are different but they are not incompatible. As 

academics, however, it is essential to be sensitive to student’s individual differences. Some 

need to focus on their practice exclusively. At other times, they concentrate on writing, 

while other students gravitate between the two, seemingly allowing the one to fuel the 

other. In other words, one must be as objective as possible in this regard. 

 

Professional Independence: Related to the above also is the fact that the visual arts must 

be free from extraneous influences that could hinder his progress or impaired on his 

creativity by non professionals. He must abstain from belittling his creative abilities for 

paltry sum.  
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Strict confidentiality: Naturally, artistic instinct belong to the inborn impulse of natural 

tendency or ability of a man to control his or her instinct, sacredness of privileged 

information that may arise in the course of one’s discharging his or her professional duty 

should not be compromised.          

 

Ethical Violation, Consequences and Sanctions 

This can only be possible if the present Society of Nigeria Artists (SNA) move further to 

get a national assembly legislative backing of its activities, live up to emerging challenges, 

provide globally accepted ethical code of conduct for members and a mechanism that will 

enforce flagrant violation of ethical codes of visual arts in Nigeria. If well-articulated, the 

sanction of offender can include withdrawal of the professional certificate to 

dismembership from the professional body and other stringent measure. 

 

Furthermore, lighter disciplinary measure could taken, such as reprimand or summoning 

to answer a petition by a higher body of trustee within the body. The consequence of this 

will be, in extreme cases of withdrawal of professional certificate for example, the source 

of livelihood is curtailed of lost completely. The sanctions could also lead to social 

stigmatization and estrangement from the social milieu of professionals. In other hand, 

could even lead to the truncation of psychological and social comportment of the affected 

individual. For these intimidating consequences, members will carefully and jealously 

guard their profession and the ethics thereof. 

 

Conclusion  

In view of the above, there are obvious to conclude that there are many problems 

confronting the studies and practice of visual arts in Nigeria, some of which has been 

highlighted here as a transitional challenges between the ‘’traditional and modern 

contemporarist‘’. Leading to invaluable positions of visual arts in the comity of disciplines 

or professions.  

 

In this regards, it is evident that there is no professional bodies or discipline that has not 

encountered challenges including infiltration of quarks in its development and visual arts 

studies and practice in Nigeria cannot be different. But in addiction to this, the paper noted 

that nonexistence of internal ethical/code of conduct mechanism occasioned by lack of 

courage by members especially front liners, has contributed immensely to the present level 

of the body in the society.  

 

It has also been noted that current umbrella body of all artists, the Society of Nigeria Artists 

(SNA) should wake from its slumber, take advantage of global influence and 
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metamorphose into regulatory bodies with legislative back up like its counterparts in Law, 

Medicine, Accounting, Engineering etc.  

 

Finally, the paper has also suggested possible ways out of the doldrums state of the 

profession by looking at ethical codes of conduct that is enforceable taking onto account 

complexity of the discipline, to give visual arts studies and practice a pride of place in the 

comity of professional bodies. 
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